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Towards a Late闢Industrial District: The Construction of 
Learning Networks in Hsinchu… Taipei Corridor, Taiwan 

Jinn-Yuh HSU 
徐進鈺

。ψαrtmentofGωgraphJ'， National 均íwan Unìversì紗" Taìpei, Taìwan 

鼠、{姆大學附理環境資源學系

Abstract: This research examines the late-industrialisation paradigm by exploring high-technology 

development in Taiwan. ln contrast to the South Korean case, where researchers have argued that 

latecomer advantage is constructed on the basis of learning and stron綜 state intervention, Taiwan's high 

techno!ogy industry demonstrates a different story of late-industrialisation, despite having being praised 

as a mode! of the developmental statist paradigm to be compared with South Korea.γhe industrial 

system in Taiwan features vertical disintegration, learning networks and redundant institutional 

embeddedness. Taiwan's high-technoJogy industries reveal the advantage of flexible specialisation and 

coJJaborative learning in the globalisation process. ln particular, th日 connection between the social and 

professiona! communities in Taiwan and Silicon Val1ey have provided the bridge for technological co

operation, and have enhanced the learning capabilities of latecomer firms. ln other words, the central 

agent ofTaiwan's story is the technical community, rather than thc large conglomerates (chaebol) in the 

South Korean case. 

Keywords: Taiwan, late-industrial district, developmental state, network learning, globalisation, cross

border technical community. 

Introduction 

ln the final decades of the twentieth century, a number of East Asian countries and territories-Japan, 
Taiwan, South Korea, Hong Kong and Síngapore -developed the world's most dynamic and successful 

economies. Th日ir success has drawn the attention of scholars from contradictorγtheoretical positions (e.g. 

Galenson, 1982; Henderson, 1993). Thus, the East Asian experience has constituted an empirical 自eld for 

the testing of rival theories, and has spawned debates over the reasons for the rise of this region. While 

neo-liberals attribute the spectacular development to minimum state distortion ofthe market mechanism 
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(World Bank, 1993), developmental statists gìve crcdit to the market-bending efforts of interventionist 

govemments (Deyo, 1987). In addition, the phenomenal success of East Asian development raises the 

issue of globalisation versus localisation. Whereas some scholars like Whitley (1 993) believe that locally 

embedded 1 institutions and interpersonal relationships generate the dynamics of the industria! system, 
other scholars like Hobday (1 995 , 2001) emphasise the roles played by g!oba! buyers and the global 

production networks. 

Whíle neo-liberals argue that the market mechanism will naturally !ead to the efficient exploitation 

of comparative advantage, the statists believe that govemment policies will influence the beh的liour of 

firms and market allocation in such a way as to create competitive advantage. In fact, both arguments are 

partly accurate ìn theìr descriptions of the ìnteraction between the market mechanism and state activity 

in the East Asian experience. lt is the dynamic relationship between govemment intervention and the 

strategies of firms that have allowed the East Asian economies to undergo industrial transformation (Wade, 

1990). 

Moreover, little of the existing literature about East Asia takes technological change seriously. Neo

Iíberals minimise the influence of technology, treating it as a dependent variable induced by correct 

outward翩lookin綜 policies ， while statists recognise the critìcal role of state technology policy but ignore 

company technology strategies. For their part, localisation theorists emphasise information flows among 

social networks, rather than actual production techniques, while globalisation theorists assume that 

foreign technologies simply overwhelm local technical contributions. 

Therefore, a theory of late-development comprising the issues of technological leaming, institutiol1 

building, and the dialectic of scalar organisation is urgently needed to decode the myths about the East 

Asian Miraclcs. Some recent studies by Amsden (1989), Wade (1990) and Evan日 (1995) have tried to 

fill the theoretical gap. As will be shown, however, their theories need to be pushed further if they are 

to provide a foundation solid enough for a paradigm of late industrialisation in East Asia. Most of the 

empirica1 data used by these studies, with some exceptions, is based on the Japanese and South Korean 

cases, two c 

Rethinking the developmental state 

γhe developmental statists propose that the impressive development ofEast Asia's Newly Industrialising 

Countries (NICs) should be understood as a process in which the states p1ay a strategic role in taming 

domestic and international market forces and harnessing them to national ends. Fundamental to the 

East Asian success is an insistence on industria1isation, rather than on following current comparative 

advantage. ln other words, market allocation rationality is subjected to the priority of industrialisation。

which usually means employing new technologies to increase capital accumulation (Storper and Walker, 

1989). A key to the process of industrialisation is that the state lends directional thrust to the operations 

ofthe market mechanism. 

Among the protagonists of developmental state theory, Wade (1 990) carefully distinguishes state

leadership from market且leadership in order to allow theorisation of the complexity of state-market 

interactions. Based on an empirical study of Taiwan's industrialisation process before 1980, Wade 

concentrates on the synergetic relationships between state activities and market allocation in each 
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industrial sector. He provides a vivid example of how state intervention, under certain historical 

conditions, can help start up industrialisation and create economic space in which the market mechanism 

can function. But Wade does not consider the issue of technological change , apart from some 

consideration of the role of public laboratories. In fact, technology can be the critical area where the state 

and the market (private sector) interact. 

Evans (1995) directiy targets the development of high-technology industries in South Korea, Brazil 

and India. Through a comparative study, he demonstrates that states vary in the way they are organised 

and tied to society, and thus play different roles in different countries. 2 More importantly, these roles 

evolve along with the unfolding of industrial transformation. Moving up in the intemational division of 

labour in high-technology sectors usual1y requires the state to play a role different than that required by 

traditional industries, since the informatics sectors are characterised by rapidly changing product cycies 

and requiring agile adjustment to stay competitive. Evans offers solid evidence to show that, under 

certain state stmctures and state-society relationships, the govemment is able to meet the demands that 

are assumed away by the neo-liberals. ln this sense, Evans provides valuable ciues to understanding 

industrial transformation in East Asia, above al1 South Korea. But for him the research problematic 

revolves 祖round the ÎnteractÎon of a triple alliance of the state, local industries, and multinationals. Evans 

generally ignores the issues of firm stmcture and Înter-firm relations. In fact, a comparative study of 

the development of the informatics industries of South Korea and Taiwan finds that the difference in 

fiml stmcture and industrial system句 as well as in state闖industry relations, leads to ditferent roles and 

strategies adopted by the national govemments (Levy and Kuo, 1991; Mathews, 1997). 

Amsd帥's paradi認m of late刪industrialisation

Although Wade and Evans provide strong arguments against the ne。“liberal thesÎs, their theoretÎcal 

focÎ do not adequately address the topics of the (dis )advantage of the latecomer. In contrast, Amsden 

proposes a theory of ‘late-industrialisation' to elaborate on the dÎfferent developmental trajectories ofthe 

East AsÎan latecomers and their European (and American) foremnners. ln her paradigm, technological 

leaming is the central factor in both state behaviour and firm stmcture in late翩industrialising countrÎes. 

While based on an empirical study of the South Korean industrialisation process, Amsden (1 992) argues 

that this paradigm can be extended to cover other late-industrialising countries such as Japan, Taiwan, 
and BraziL Since all of these countries started their industrialisation process by technological borrowing 

and leaming, it follows that they share certain tendencies. 

BasÎcally, the growth path of late-industrialisation is defined by an absence of pioneering technology, 

even in leading enterprises. Whereas the driving force behind the First and Second Industrial Revolutions 

was the innovation of radically new products and processes, no m句。r technological breakthrough has 

been associated with late twentieth刪century peripheral industrialisation. Thu日， learning from others, and 

realising lower costs可 highcr productivity, and bettcr quality in already maturing Îndustries by means of 

incremental improvements, are all imperative for the latecomer to survive in intemational competition. 

According to Amsden (1 992), the late-industrialisation paradigm has three major aspects. First, since 

even the leading enterprises ofthe late-industrialising countries had no proprietary technology and could 

not compete in maturing industries against more experienced firms from advanced economies on the 

basis of low wages alone, their governments had to be more interventionist and developmentaL Second, 

because process improvements constituted their core competitive strategy, manufacturing capabilities 
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on the shopfloor became the critical focus. Third, because individual enterprises did not possess any 

core proprietary technology, they grew by integrating and diversifying into unrelated industries. As a 

resuIt, diversified conglomerates, such as chaebol (財閥 in South Korea, dominate the economic 

landscape. ln short、 three pi1lars constitute the paradigm of late刪industrialisation: shopfloor learning, a 

developmental state and diversified co巾。ratlOns.

However, some issues concerning Amsden's arguments regarding the construction of a late

industrialisation paradigm should be elaborated further. As the domestic state policy rendered the 

formation of latecomer firms possible by the fiat system, how would ít handle the evolution of the hígh

technology industrial system, which features a short product cycle, high technological uncertainty and 

broad transnational scope, and thus needs excessive spontaneous flexíbílity? Moreover, while shopfloor 

leaming helped the latecomer firms gaín grounds at the ínitial stage of catching-up, how would the finns 

take advantage of the recent global technology regime, which emphasised the external and collective 

learning by building up dense social networks? Finally, as South Korean chαebo人 wíth their well翩

established corporate structure, had played the central role in the late-development by the híerarchical 

governance mechanism, how would other latecomers with decentralised índustrial systems participate 

in the industrialísin怠 process? 1n sum, although Amsden's paradigm provided explanations for the 

late-industrialising South Korean chaebol to catch up by the shopfloor learníng strategíe日， which were 

fostered by the dcvelopmental state, her paradigm did not comprise a comprehensíve theory which could 

cover the issues of the divergent govemance systems, industrial structures and learning re的me日. as 

found in another key late-industrialising count旬， Taiwan (Gere冊， 1990). 

The following sections will deal with the development of Taiwan冶 high-technology district by 

analysing its decentralised industrial system、 its state policy, a衍n叫d the cr昀(ο)s侃S恥叫幽仆b昀or叫de衍r techt川1吋ica訓lcωommu11l刊ty伺

all three of which contributed to the transformatÍon of t由he lat臼e輛寸叫indu肘I刊叫日仗tna叫I dωis仗仙tr叩1.“. It will de叩monstrate

that the key to the late-industrial 

Taiwan's late闖industrial district: towards another paradigm? 

The Historical Development ofTaiwan S lntegrated Circuits μC) lndustη 

Taiwan's 1C industry consists overwhelmingly ofspecialised small- to m叫ium欄sized enterprises. Unlike 

huge vertically integrated conglomerates, 1C firms in Taiwan operate around a finely detailed division 

of labour. By 2001 , Taiwan hosted more than 230 IC firn1日， including 124 design houses, fìve in mask 

making, 21 fabricatio l1 42 in packaging and 33 in testing. Total revenues reached around US$26 

billion, comprising a 68.7 percent annual growth rate. Almost all of the important 自rn1S吟 including the 

top ten design houses, and all of the fabrication and mask making firms , are located in the Hsinchu (新

竹)一Taipei (台北) Corridor, a region of 的 mile wide ( LT肘，工業投術研究院， 2的0). The largest 

one is the Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturin忍 Corporation (TSMC, ) whose 



Figure 5.1: The map of IC industry in Taiwan, 1999 
Source: MO紀人(1 999)
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initial funding , partly from government initiatives, was US$145 million. Its sales revenues reached 

US$ 1.6 billion in 1998 and US$2 .4 billion in 1999. By 2000, TSMC employed 14,000 people (includìng 

overseas operation), had reached 127 percent annual growth rate司 and had become the largest foundry 

service provider in the world. 

As Hsu (1997) shows, Taiwan '5 IC industry was incubated by the governmer吭 '5 initiative. Under the 

advice of a group of Chinese-American engineers, the government established the E1ectronic Research 

Service Organisation (ERSO，幫子I業研究所) to transfer IC design and fabrication technologies from 

RCA, a leading electronics company. A的ter mastering the borrowed technologies, ERSO consequently 

spun off new local IC 位rms， United Microelectronics Corporation (UMC，聯華電子) and TSMC. 

Besides these major achievements句 ERSO also set up the IC design centre, and allowed its engineers to 

start up their own companies. The government also established the Hsinchu Science-based Tndustrial 

Park (HSIP，新竹科學工業園區) to host these new firn尬， and provided financial and tax incentives to 

alIure the risky investments. HSIP eventually became the major base ofTaiwan's IC industry. As a result, 

over 85 percent ofTaiwan's IC firms were concentrated in the Park (see Figure 5.1). Through a series of 

projects‘ the state successfully fostered the local IC industry so that it could take root (see Table 5.1). 

However, in the early 199C泊， the government's role changed as the local industrial sector matured. On 

the one hand, due to the example of government-aided initiatives, the private sector recognised that the 

IC industry could be profitable, and started to exploit new product opportunities and invest substantial 

amounts of capital. In particular, the Personal Computer industry, which formed an agglomeration in the 

Hsinchu-Taipei corridor, grew rapidly in the late 1980s, and many IC firms took advantage of thi日 to 

obtain IC components locally. More than dozen new firms were started up by Sìlicon Valley returnees in 

the early 1990s to take advantage ofthe booming PC related market, and ofthe qualified foundry service 
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Table 5.1: Public R&D projects for IC industry 

ElDP心 l ElDP心l VLSI Project ULSI Projcct 

Timeframe 1976刪79 1979-83 1983-88 1990翩。4

(ENxTpe$nnd1) iture 4日9 796 2,921 5 ，50。

Objectives *IC design and mfg *fdIGmilpltry ove PIlot CMOS *Establish VLSI * Acquire submicron 
tech acquisition P*IAOcCqClSIs lrtc ccCl1 AD for p*rEoHcIcasbs litseh ch ULSI PIlot *Establish pilot * Acquire mask tech 
operatJon VLSI rcs plant 

M句。r features *pilot plant **pL1SloI t cphllapns t Hnprovcd *VLSI chips *ULSI chips 
*tech acquisition and *VLSI pilot plant *ULSI pilot plant 
transfer 唱'mask shop 
*personnel training 

Tech capability 7.0-micron CMOS 3.5micron C恥lOS 1.0micron CMOS 0.5micron CMOS 

Spin騙。ffs lIMC , Syntek (太欣)， TS恥1C ， TMC, V1SC (111 界先進)

Holtek (平口袋) Winbond 

Source. adapted from Liu (1 993: 303) 
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Figure 5.2: Total population of returnees in the HSIP 
Note: Retuming entrepreneurs have started 97 companies in the Park, or 40 perc巳nt of the total 
Source: “SIP Administration, 1998 

provided by local IC manufacturing companies.3 The number of retumees increased rapidly after mid編

1990日， as shown in Figure 5.2. The key roles played by the returnee entrepreneurs in the evolution 

ofTaiwan冶 late-industrial district were particularly notable in that they diversified the technological 

trajectories in the region. Whereas the ERSO spin-offs were good at low-end consumer electronics 

design, such as electronic watches , toys , and even monitors , it was the Silicon Valley returnees who 

started up new IC finns specialising in PC-related products, such as chipsets, f1ash memory. and audio/ 

video chips.4 Without doubt, the diversification oftechnological paths gained a districtωmpetitive edge 

in the global knowledg忠心ased economy (Oedrick and Kraemer, 1998). 

。n the other hand, those firms producing spin-offs from ERSO began to look for technological 

collaboration with foreign firm且， and no longer relied on 把RSO as the sole source ofnew technology (see 

Table 5.2). As these offspring 仇ηns grew up, they confronted ERSO about the issue as to whether new 

spin-ofI pr叮叮ts should be continued. Under the siege ffom these established interest, as well as from 

political opposition forces , ERSO agreed ll0t to breed new firms and to change its leading role. 

This brief review paints a pattern of Taiwan's high technology development that diverges from 
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Table 5.2: Joint development agreements between Taiwan's IC firms and foreign companies 

Company Foreign partner Proc的ss/ producl 

VLSI technology 
CPU 
Portable PC chipsels 

Low-voltage EPROM chips 
ASICs 
lmage刪compression lCs 

UMC Uniωm 

Meridian Semiconductor 
Tidalwave Microtech lnc 

Winbond (/.抖r，) Silicon Storage Technology 
NCR-MPD 
C-c、ube Microsystems 
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人msden'日 paradigm. Several key issues should be 悶-thought to explain Taiwan '8 story. First、 Taiwan's

high-technology industry comprised a cluster of SMEs (Sma l1 and Medium sized Enterprises) , 

without the dominance of diversified business group as chaebols in South Korea. What such different 

industrial systems would lead to different firm strategies needed be attacked. Secondly, as being lack 

of technological and financial resources ， γllÍwan 's SMEs demonstrated unexpectedly strong innovative 

capabilíties (Dedrick and Kraeme丸 1998) ， even stronger than their South Korean rivalríes, how could the 

cat look at the Kíng? Thirdly，的 the globalisation imperative raised concem日 about the end of the state 

(Ohame, 1995), how would the global transformation of Taiwan 's high technology industrial system 

lead to change in the ernbedded institutions? In the following scctions, 1 wi1l respond to thcse issues by 

developing the idea of the late-industrial district from the aspects of leaming rnodel, district forrnation 

and global connection respectively. 

Organising舟r interαctive learning 

In contrast to their South Korean counte中arts ， Taiwan's IC SMEs cornpete in the world rnarket by a 

vertically disintegrated industrial systern. The scale disadvantage lirnits Taiwan 's IC firrns to resorting 

to their own resources, financia lJy and technologically‘ and leads them to rely on the extemal partners 

in the production process. In the circurnstances, a retined rnodel of leaming is necessary in order to 

understand Taiwan's decentralised IC industrial systern. The pattems ofleaming should be broad enough 

to inc\ude not only the practical mastering of borrowed technologies in the single firm, but also the 

ωnstant combination of product ideas and hurnan skills in extensive production systems (Amendola 

and Gaffard、 1988; Lundvall , 1992). Firrns have to be open to their customer日， suppliers and partners in 

order to discuss and negotiate the possible paths of product developrnent. They benefit by learning from 

extemal resources, in addition to the intemal resources drawn by the couplíng of R&D, production and 

desi例如nctions (Malecki吟 1991). They can leam frorn suppliers可 custorners ， and rivals (Saxenian, 1994). 

Taiwan's IC 自rms ， in a vertically disintegrated industrial system, have to co-operate in order to get jobs 

done. Moreover, firrns collaborate not only to rnaterialise ideas and technologies, but also to enhance 

their technical levels. ln other words, apart frorn the necessity of integrating the technical division of 

labour, c\ose association can enhance the technological capabilities ofthe parties involved. lt is a process 

of dynarnic integration (Sayer and Walker, 1992). Production networks can be leaming channels. 

For example, as a pure found旬， TSMC did not produce its own brand-name product, and thus did 
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not keep its own design team. Under these condítíons, TSMC had to rcly on íts customers, mostly the 

fablcss desígn houses but also some full-servíce companíes Iíke AMD, to províde testíng vehicles for 

íts production lines. From the beginnin忌 TSMC was selective about its customers. Thìs led James 

Dyke日， the first president, to claim that TSMC cares more about those 10r whorn ít produces than what 

it produces. ‘Because we are an ASIC foundry specialist, we do not care what product we are ordered 

to produce. Our major concern is if our customers are good enough to provide advanced (or at least 

relatívely advanced) product requirements for us to meet. We wish to buíld up long翩term relationships 

with our customer丸 50 that we are able to co-operate closely with them to get things done and, at the 

same time, grow up together' (Cornrnon Weal的， July 1987). TSMC collaborated with a number of ‘ crítical' 

customers. These customers brought their own various requirements to the relationshíp ar叫， in turn, 

prov叫ed TSMC with opportunities to experiment wíth new process technologies. TSMC used Etron's 

(鈺創科拉) SRAM to test 6-mícron process technology and successfully produced it in huge volumes 

TSMC also allowed Sunplus to design sophisticated consumer ICs and, in tum, Sunplu日(波關科版)

pushed TSMC's technical capabilities ahead. 

Most of these foundry agreements take tíme to negotiate and reinforce. Normally, the preparation of 

a new design as a testing vchicle in a fab 5 requires about six months and completion of more than one 

hundred st叩s. The process involves many time腳consuming and tedious tasks. lt is a very uncertain 

process and liable to opportunist behaviour, i.e. one of the partíes of the agreements could tum its back 

and break up the dea1. To keep the agreements operable, partner firms must trust each other and expect 

more economic benefits to accrue from following the agreement than violating it. Trust i 日 not enough 

to support the operation of collaborative agreements. Firms engaged in these activities expect a long

term addition of value in the process of cross-fertilising technologies. It is the quasi翩rent incurred by 

the association with the resources of each partner that encourages them to stay in the agreement (Foray, 
1991). Under such circumstances, TSMC and its critical customers exploit each other'日 talents and take 

alon合term view oftheir collaborative relationship. 

Collaborative ties exist not only between the design houses and their fabrication partners, but also 

between them and their customers. Many companies report that they have kept some ‘critical' customers 

with whom they frequently meet and exchange information. The concept of 'critical' is based primarily 

on the quick dissemination of new product ideas from the customers to the designers. Sam Lin‘ the 

President of Weltrend Semiconductor, a specialised monìtor IC dcsign house, illustrated this concept as 

follows. ‘When a new idea emerge丸 our critical customers discuss it with us firs t. Thcy are experienced 

people in the marketing of electronic products, thus they have accumulated a lot of experience and a 

“market sense" about new product trends. Once they find a profitable product idea, we are the first to be 

informed, and after ìntensive communication, we decide together whether to enter the new product line 

or simply give it up\6 

It is especially ìmportant, given short product cycles , for the IC desìgners to get early a的ter-use

evaluation from their customers. IC suppliers meet with their customers repeatedly to get feedback on 

new products, so they can improve them and even plan the next generation of products in advance. In 

the process of transacting everyday business, although some conflict is inevitable, the two sides of the 

transactÎon recognise the ìmportance of co-operation in the face of fierce competition on timing and 

quality. It is important to get customer feedback during the design stage, since this is where the specs 

and functions of an IC product w il\ be set up. Inter-finn linkages, through infonnation sharing, enable 

IC companies and their customer日 to develop new products ahead of competitors and respond rapidly 
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to new market opportunities. To some extent, this constitutes the competitive advantage of Taiwan's 

informatics industries in this era of competition based on the timing of access to market. 

In addition to the above types of intra-industry interaction, external connections between IC firms 

and firms in other industrics present important learning oppo口unitics to the parties involved. In some 

cases, inter-industry interactions lead firms to engage in innovative experiment泌的n and encourage new 

product ideas or process technologies to emerge. 

Interactions between equipment sllppliers and Taiwan 's IC manufacturing firms are crucial to 

the latter's competitiveness in production capacity. The technological lag between Taiwan '8 IC 

manufacturing 而rms and the most advanced firms decreased from more than 自ve years in the late 1980s 

to less than two years in 1994. The technological progress made by these firms partially derived &om 

the advantage of backwardness. Taiwan、 IC firms took advantage of learning economies, and absorbed 

the experiences of advanced firms. As Mosel's (茂矽電子) vice-president said，可Te are not on a high 

enough level to compete on the technological frontier. Thus we do not have to rush to get the most 

state-of-the-art machinery. What we have to do is evaluate the performance 01' machinery el11ployed 

by advanced firms , and then choose the best ones'. 7 Taiwan冶 IC engineers conSlllted with equipl11ent 

manufacturers when yields were not as high as desired, according to Japanese equipment vendors (Nikkei 

Electronics As衍， Nove l11ber 1995). Eqllipl11ent firl11s readily provided inforl11ation to IC l11aker品， such 

as whether a problem was in the lithography or etching, and bllilt IIp a pool of knowledge可 which could 

be llsed to resolve other production problems. In most cases, once a problem was identified、 equipment

vendors would send a team of specialists to work closely with the productìon engineers of the IC 

l11anufacturer. 80th parties accumu\ated a stock ofknowledge, which was important for the improve l11ent 

。fyields in wafer fabrication. 

Taiwan冶 latecol11 er firms not only improve l11 anllfacturin終 efficiency by shop呵。or lcarning. ln addition, 

and 1110re il11portantly, learning happens within, as well as between, the fir l11S in ditTerent phases within 

the prodllction chain. A model of network learning fits with the cross-fertilisation between the IC firms 

in Taiwan's disintegrated system. 

A placefor leαrning: the industrial district and global networks 

Learning is a process of continllous negotiation al110ng interconnected firms. Learning is also a 

contextualised process. Geographical neamess will enhance the efficiency of com l11unication, and thus 

learning. In contrast to traditional agglomeration theory, which follows standard neo酬classical logic in 

conceptualising local economies as co l1ections of ato l11 istic cO l11petitors regulated solely by price/cost 

signals, indllstrial district theory emphasises the contextual significance of communal non-economic 

institlltions and the il11 portance of relations of both CO l11pctition and ω輛operation al110ng economic 

agents in the district (Harrison, 1992) 

。ne of the l11echanisms that facilitate collective learning is experience shared al110ng the el11ployees 

in the district. Taiwan's high-technology district is characterised by inforl11al technical exchange and 

boundaryless careers al110ng the el11ployees. For example句 UMC， Winbond and HMC were all basically 

spun off fì'om the same research institu悅， ERSO , so most of their employees know each other well. 

These relations between colleagues weave webs of information exchang缸， which allow these engineers to 

exchange ideas and solutions to practical barriers in the production process. The networks 01' information 

exchange in the HSIP remind Nasa Tsai (黎南雄)， Vice-President of Mosel , of the open technical 

cOl11munity in Silicon Valley. He had beneíìted from that kind of technical help in his early days in 
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Silicon Valley, and found a similar technical milieu existing in the HSIP. He expressed his appreciation 

of these networks by sayin怒，‘The informal c心operation amon怠 engineers working for competing 

eompanies in the HSIP surprised our Japanese guests. They were not able to imagine sueh a practiee 

oecurring among their big companies. Here, emp\oyers compete, employees co-operate' (Common 

Wealth , June 1996). 

Besid白， the movements of the experienced engineers among the high-technology 的rms also help the 

formation of new 伽ms and the diffusion of technology in the Hsinchu-Taipei Region, and constitute 

a dynamic technology distric t. According to a recent survey (Hsu, 1999), over 80 percent of the IC 

employees in the HSIP agree that a pattern of fluid careers (changing jobs at least three times in 自ve

years) exists in the region's high關technology industries, and 47.2 percent of the informants reported that 

supplier-customer relationships exist between their original and their new employer日. Over 93 percent 

of the interviewees agree that geographical proximity renders the job-hopping easy and costless, and 

consequently technology diffusion is broad and effective. As 巳mployees change jobs between the firms 

in the vertically-disintegrated industrial system, the demand to integrate the division of labour between 

these firms is partly met. In other words , in the Hsinchu-Taipei networked industrial corridor, the 

floating labour market serves as a channel to enhance co-operatìon and thus technologicallearning (H仙，

1999). 

Mutual adjustment and experience sharing are critical for an industrial district to increase the 

absorptive capacity of learning, but it is also important to ke叩 the district open to outside resources, if 

the system is to avoid locking in obsolete technologies and maintain ìts learnìng momentum (Grabher, 
1993). ln other words, an industrìal district has to be a localìsed ìndustrial system wìthin a global 

industrial network (Amin and Thri1't、 1992). An open ìndustrial system allows the district to continuously 

upgrade technical levels and to develop new products through the establishment 0 1' networks. Taiwan 's 

IC industry had benefited from the eross-border eonnection since the initial stage in the 1970s. Taiwan ‘s 

government launched the IC technology transfer dea! with RCA o1' the United States, and 仇lrther fostered 

the first local IC firm , UMC (Mathe 
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at different stages in the supply chain. The relationship between Taiwan哺based semiconductor foundries 

and their Silicon Valley 叫uipment manufacturcrs is a classie example. Steve Tso (垃大川)， a Senior 

Vice President in charge of Manufacturing Technology and Services at TSMC , worked at semiconductor 

equipment vendor Applied Materials in Silicon Valley for many years before retuming to Taiwan. He 

claims that his close personal ties with senior executives at Applied Materials provide TSMC with an 

invaluable competitive advantage by improving the quality of communication between the technical 

teams at the two firms , in spite ofthe distance separating them. 

The interactions between TSMC and Applied Material日 engineers are continual, according to Tso, and, 

for the most pa此， must be face-to-face because the most advanced processes are not yet standardised 

and many of the manufacturing problems they face are not clearly defined. Tso reports that he travels 

to Silicon Valley several times a year, and that t的ams of TSMC engineers can always be found in the 

Applied Materials' Silicon Valley facilities for training on the latest generations of manufacturing 

equipment.的19ineers from Applied Materials, likewise, regularly visit TSMC. He arglles that this c10se 

collaboration helps TSMC develop new process technologies quiekly while avoidin忍 the teehnical 

problems that frequently arise when introducing new processes. It also keeps them abreast of the latest 

trends and fllnctions in equipment design. 8 

A comparable level of co l1aboration is required between the semiconductor foundries and their 

cllstomers , the firms that design the integrated circuits. TSMC's Tso claims that the engineers from 

Silieon Valley-based cllstomers like AMD, National Semiconductor, S3 and Trident can always be found 

in their offices. In fact the TSMC facility in Hsinchu is 刊exibly divided into workspaces in order to allow 

their customer且， technical teams to work closely with TSMC teams. Likewise , TSMC engineers spend 

signíficant amounts oftime in their customers' facilities in Silicon Valley. 

Taiwan's other leading semiconductor foundry, United Microelectronics Corporation (UMC), has 

gone one step further and institutionalised this collaboration with their customers. Robert Tsao (曾

00誠)， President and CEO of UMC refers to the joint ventures as ‘ cross翩Pacific consortia' that pair 

Silicon Valley's fabless chip designers with UMC's fabrication capabílíties. The first, called United 

Semiconductor Consortíum (USC) is a joint venture between UMC (with 43 percent of the total US 

$400m investment) and Silicon Valley-based Alliance Semíconductor (20 percent) and S3 (25 percent)一

both of which were either founded by Taiwanese or have them in key technical or managerial positions 

USC有 which started production in 1996, guarantees the design firms with secure foundry space even 

in the case of industry-wide capacity shortages, while simultaneously guaranteeing UMC the capital 

needed to build the fab as well as full capacity utilisation. An even more ambitious consortíum, United 

Integrated Circuits Corporation, links more than eight Silicon Valley design firms (each with 5-10 

percent share in the $600 million fab) with UMC (40 percent), and includes Oak Technology, Trident 

Semiconductor, Opti, ISSI, and ESS一-all ofwhich were started by Chinese entrepreneurs. 

The fabless partners in these joint ventures aggressívely push their foundry partners to improve 

process technologies (because the growíng complexity of chips poses more and more manufacturing 

challenges), while the foundries co l1aborate c10sely wíth their customers to help introduce innovatíve 

new products rapidly. Increasingly these relationships thus involve the sorts of c10se communication and 

joint嘲problem solving in which the partners learn from each other and cross-pollinate technology while 

avoiding excessive mutual dependence. The extensive collaboration required to make these partnerships 

work depends critically on the high levels oftrust and local knowledge that exist in the overseas Chinese 

communityand that allow partners to respond quickly to fast changing markets and technologies 
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while freed of the need to precisely speci fY rights and responsibilities through elaborate contracts or 

bureaucratic rules. 

While Silicon Valley and Hsinchu remain at different levels of development and are differently 

specialised, the interaetions between the two regions are increasingly complementary and mutually 

beneficial.人s long as the US remains the largest and most sophisticated market for technology products, 
which seems likely for the foreseeable fùture , new produet definition and leading edge innovation will 

remain in Silicon Valley. However Taiwanese companies continue to enhance thcir ability to design, 

modify and adapt as well as rapidly to commercialise technolo似的 developed elsewhere. As local design 

and product development capabilities improve可 Taiwanese companies are increasingly well positioned 

to take new product ideas and technologies from Silicon Valley, quickly integrate and produce them in 

volume at relatively low COst. 

Most late-industrialisation studies take the multinational co巾。rations (MNCs) 的 the key fìgures in 

the globalisation process (Dicken, 1992), and choose a dualistic viewpoint about the global flow versus 

local 叩ace (Castells, 19鼠的. However, as Storper (1997) argued, the interplay between the global and 

the local can take different types of governance mechanism and divergent forms of embeddedness. 

The hierarchical system of the MNCs can be just one of them、 and not even the most effective one, 

and the global connection can be , rather than a dis-embedding flow, a re腳embedding process in 

dif1'erent geographical scales of social networks. The Hsinchu-Silicon Valley connection suggests 

that localisation is not at odds with the globalisation of economic activity. Rath衍， the two are mutually 

reinforcing. Globalisation is increasingly a process of integration of products through collaboration at 

an international level. This is b巴st viewed as a process 0 1' recombination or of repeated convergence 

and divergence in which firms specialise in order to become global 、 and their specialisation in turn 

allows them to be better collaborators. The best environments for breeding such specialist firms are the 

decentralised industrial syst巴ms of places like Silicon Valley and Hsinchu. Just as the social structures 

and institutions within these regions encourage entrepreneurship and learning at the regional level , so 

the creation of a transnational technical community facilitates collaborations among individuals and 

producers between the two regions, and supports a mutual1y beneficial process of reciprocal industrial 

upgrading. 

The development of a transnational community-a community that spans borders and boasts as its key 

assets shared infonnation, tru肘， and contacts (Portes, 1996)-has been largely overlooked in accounts 

ofTaiwan'日 accelerated development. The social structure of a technical community appears essential 

to the organisation of production at the global as well as the local leve l. ln the old industrial model , 

the technical community was primarily inside the corporation. The firm was seen as the privileged 

organisational form for the creation and internal transfer of knowledge 、 particularly technological 

know-how that is difficult to codifY (Kogut and Zand釘， 1993). In regions like Silicon Va l1ey, where the 

technical community transcends firm boundarie 
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economy in the 1970s. They sponsored frequent technical meetings and conferences that brought 

together engineers based in both the US and Taiwan. They actively recruited Taiwanese engíneers in 

the US, encouraging them to return home, either temporarily or permanently. And drawing heavíly on 

policy advice from overseas Chínese, thcy developed strategies to upgrade the technological capabilities 

of the prívate sector and to promote new firm formatíon and competition in the emerging information 

technology industries. In the 1970s and 1980s, government agencies in Taíwan aggressively transferred 

state-of-the-art technology from the US , created a venture capital industry long before it became 

fashionable elsewhere in the world, and developed other meaSllres to diffuse technology, including the 

formation ofthe Hsinchu Science-Based lndustrial Park 

By exploiting this overseas resourc位， Taiwan's policymakers unwittingly supported the extension of 

Silicon Valley冶 Chinese network to include their counte叩arts in Taiwan. Frequent advisory meetings 

and technical interactions supported the creation of personal and professional relationships between 

engine自r5 ， entrepreneur趴 executives ， and bureaucrats on both sides of the Pacific. One indicator of this 

process is thc list of recipients of the Chinese Institute of Engineers, USA (中關工相師帶動，美關分會)

Annual Awards for Distinguished Service and for Achievement in Science and Engineering, which reads 

like a Who's Who of Chinese technologists bas叫 in the US and Taiwan over the past three decades. 9 

In short, an unintended conseqllence of Taiwan's outward-lookin絃 technology strategy was creation of 

an international technical community, one that is now self-sustaining 

The accelerated growth of the Taiwanese economy in the 1980日， combined with actíve govemment 

recnntme訓， llltímately spu汀ed a reversal ofthe brain drain. Lured primarily by the promise ofeconomic 

opportunities as well as by the desire to retum to families and to contribute to their home country司

growing numbers of US翩。ducated engineers retumed to Taiwan in the 19905. 

Thi日 Hsinchu-Silicon Valley case su朋ests that collaboration between producers located in di的rent1y

specialised but similarly organised regional economies can foster a positive“ sum dynamic of reciprocal 

industrial advance. These inter翩regional relationships support entrepreneurial success in both regions 

by supporting joint problem-solving and complementary innovation (Sabel , 1989). And like the 

relationships between specialist firms and their suppliers within the industrial districts , these inter

regional networks cannot be understood purely as market transactions or ‘commodity chains' linking 

independent firms in different locations (Gereffi and Korzeniewicz、 1994.) Rather, the economic ties are 

dependent upon a socíal structure and culture that foster openness and co-operation between producers 

in geographically distant regions. Close, trust鵬based relationships among the transnational community 

of Taiwanese engineers are thus an essential precondition for the flexible collaboration needed to adapt 

and survive În today's fast-paced competitive environment. The key in the connection comes not tì 
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Dynarnìc ìnstìtutionalisrn: history and change 

Institutions are the bases on which capitalist relations of production and exchange are embedded (Dosi 

et α止， 1994). The roles played by in日titutions may change as the structure and technological level 

of industrial systems change (Nelson, 1994). Institutions that perform well in certain situations may 

become obsolete in other contexts such as rapid globalisatìon process (Pempel , 1999). For example, 
from a learni月 perspective， government subsidies are enough to encourage and discipline private finns 

to engage in production efficiency improvement日，的人msden argues. Nevertheless, it is doubtful whether 

the 怠。vernment is the best candidate to coordinate nearly self-spontaneous learning networks. The 

technoJogicaI strategies pursued by the industrial system may result in different forms of institutional 

embeddedness. 

The developmental state is argued to be the most powerful facilitator in the late腳industrialisation

paradigm. A number of studies point out thatγaiwan's government has played a critical and leading 

role in the development of an IC industry (Hong, 1992; Liu, 1993; Chu, 1995; Mathews, 1997). 

However、 Taiwan's developmental state did not base its IC industrial policy on its own bureaucratic 

apparatus, but on the advice of experienced overseas Chinese engineers. The advisors' role was the key 

to the information collection, evaluation and selection, and to the implementation of the technology 

transfer deal with the leading foreign firm (RCA) in the initial stage. It is doubtful whether Taiwan、

government could have fostered the new technology恥intensive industry without the over田as advisors 、

recommendations. 1n other words, the state benefited from this element of social embeddedness with the 

over忱的 technicaI community. 10 

The state's leadership changed as the IC industry diversifîed in the sources of technology and the 

recruitment of manpower, particularly while the connection between Hsinchu and Silicon Valley became 

the major channel for Taiwan冶 1C firms to upgrade along the technology trajectories. Take the submicron 

project as example. 1n 1991 , ERSO expected to upgrade Taiwan冶 IC technology to the submicron 

level ar叫，的 the same time , build up new cooperative relationships with pl廿ate companies. ERSO 

initiated a working alliance with UMC and TSMC , and asked them to 
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future development of Taiwan冶 IC industry (Common Tf台叫的， September 1993). Ironical旬， the same 

private companies that were once cradled by ERSO became its gravediggers. 

拉ven the funding sources of the IC startups clearly illustrated the changing ro1e played by the 

developmental state. At first, stat心owned banks were the main financial source for IC investment. 

Chiaotung 8ank (交通掘行) and the China Development Fund (中關開發器治) provided substantial 

capital for IC firms like UMC and TSMC in the early stages, as the private capital hesitated to take 

risky ventures. 11 The govemment-contro Iled banking system was a powerful tool during the state-Ied 

development stage. Nevertheless , as private commercial banks were allowed to open in thc early 19908啥

this important financial tool was no longer monopolised by the govemment. More private banks are 

taking an interest in lending money to IC ventures. In the recent burst of investment in Dynamic Random 

Access Memory (DRAM) ventur肘， banks, both local and foreign , have been eager to coordinate lender 

groups, and even fight with each other for the right (Tf台alth Magazine , 1996 ]une). 

Other financial suppo此 has come from venture capital and the stock rnarket. These mechanisrns have 

become increasingly effective in drawing srnall capital into the boorning IC sector. 12 Sorne venture 

capitalists, like Charnpion Investrne肘， and sorne securities cornpanies, like Chien-Hong Securities (建

), are beωrning very irnportant investors in high technology sectors. Venture capital not only 

provides funds, but also is increasingly involved in the rnanagement ofthe new venture. Jen兮Jong Guo, 
who started up several new IC cornpanies in the HSIP and is now the president of Utron Technology, 

explains that ‘banks live on the loan interest. No rnatter whether your business succeeds or fail日， they 

will charge you a certain arnount of interest. 8ut this is not the case with venture capital. They will eam 

substantial retums if your company succeeds, and will lose rnoney if you fai l. In rnost cases, they wiU 

work c10sely with you to get things don位， and both benefit together\13 

The declining of the state's role did not rnean an institutional vacuurn in the IC industry. In eontrast, 
new aetors played more important roles in supporting the growth ofthe vertieally disintegrated industrial 

systern. Trade associations勾心r instance , can be established independently of any one cornpany句 and

have the power to reprcsent, aid, and guide participating firms. They represent the industry to the 

governrnent, educate members about the effects of governme 

HSIP, the Association of Allied Industries (AAI, ) was organised by m05t of the 

high-techno10gy fìrms in the HSIP, and thus contains IC firrns but also PC, communication, and other 

companies. 人人1 was established to serve as the counterpart of the official Science Park Adrninistration‘ 

and tries to work together with the Administration to solve problerns occurring in the 刊另IP. In particu1ar, 
arne1iorating the diseconornies connected with agglomeratiol1 has required collaborative efforts by the 

Administration and the industries. For example, the AAI is actively engaged in developing solutions 

to the environmental pollution being caused by the HSJP. The AAI is also involved in lobbying at 

the national leve l. ()ne subcommittee was set up to study th巴 legal problems surrounding Intellectual 

Property Rights (IPR), business secrets, IC layout protection and the like. 

A new organi日創ion ， the Taiwan Serniconductor Industry Association (TSIA，半導體工業協會)，

was established in 1998. It was torrned frorn AAJ, and is to act as a counterpa口 of the Serniconductor 

Industry Association of Arnerica. According to Huey-1in Chen, the deputy direetor of planning and 

exploratory research division at ERSO, who is in charge ofthe coordination ofthe IC firrns,‘Sornetirnes, 

when foreign organisations like SIA of America have technology co-operation deals to negotiate with 

喲， we do not have an organisation to serve as the counte叩art. Such deals occur more fr叫uently as our 
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lC industry grows more global. At the same time, we need an organisation, which is able to coordinate 

firms to lobby the 愁。vel11ment for fa、v'Ourable policies, and to serve as a neutral third party to coordinate 

firms in the formation of research consortia. Under such conditions, we need to set Up an exclusive IC 

association\In 1999, the γSIA acted as the coordinator to organise Taiwan's IC manufacturing firms to 

fight against the tort indictment by Micron Technology, an American DRAM 叩ecialist.

As technology becomes more complex, Taiwan's IC companies must keep abreast of global trends, 

and the links between the HSIP and Silicon Valley grow stronger. ln particular, access to the engineering 

talent and embodied technologies in Silicon Valley has beeome a eritical competitive advantage for 

Taiwan's industry. The global links unfold in several ways. Taiwan's companies recruit overseas 

engineers, who set up listening posts in Silicon Valley to tap into the brain powcr there, or successful 

overseas engineers retUl11 to Taiwan to start up their own businesses. 人11 of these possible links are 

established smoothly, with the mediation of overseas organisations. 

One of the most important overseas organisations for hig心teehnology industries is the Monte 

Jade Science & Technology 人ssociation (王山科枝協會). lt was initiated by a group of overseas 

Taiwanese engineers and professional日 in high-technology firms in the Silicon VaJIey. It was formed 

to promote co-operation and mutual flow of technology and investment betweenγaiwan and Silicon 

Va l1ey. This association opens up opportunities for professionals and corporations at both ends of the 

Pacific to network and share their experienc間， according to Monte Ja缸's documents. The activities 

of the Monte Jade includc monthly dinner meetings, which encourage and promote networking among 

members, special-topic seminars that are put on in co-operation with other professional organi日ations ，

and social events and entertainment. Monte Jade has a special committee of the 日oard of Directors 

that offers assistance to members who are entrepreneur且， helping with corporate formation , growth , 

and development. 1t also offers assistance to corporate members with the flow of investment funds , 

technology transfer, and mergers and acquisitions. At the same tim丸 in order to promote better 

networking among members and provide information about t 
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A comparison with other industrial districts 

The story ofTaiwan、 IC industry has demonstrated several key for which Amsden冶 late-industrialisation

paradigm could not offer full explanation日. Firstly, although Taiwan's state did foster the IC industry at 

the initial stage, as did its South Korean counte叩art (Mathews and Cho, 2000), it took different strategies 

to get the job done. In South Korea, the state targeted the chaebol, the big industrial giants, encouraging 

them to enter this risky industry by offering generous banking loans and market protection. Taiwan's 

developmentaJ state, as shown above, did not choose speci日c big firms , but provided infrastructures 

(ERSO and HSIP) and subsidies (tax breaks and cheap Iand) in order to encourage the formation of spin艙

。ffs. In a sense, the state pJayed the role of demonstrator to show the private capital the profitability 

of what seemed to be risky business, and lowered the entry barrier for IC start-ups by subsidies, rather 

than playing the role of omnipotent planner as in the South Korean ease. 14 These different strategies 

led to different industrial landscapes. While the South Korean IC indllstry was dominated by a few 

key giants like Samsung (三星)， Taiwan's IC industry consisted of more than hundreds of SMEs, 

which benefited 叭'om the demonstration effect. Secondly，人msden argued that the diversified business 

groups (chaebol ) took advantage oftheir intemal resources and deep pockets to lean目 by doing, bllt, in 

eontrast, Taiwan's SMEs, possessing meagre technological and 位nancial resources, grew through dense 

networks that facilitated extemal leaming from their suppliers and eustomers. Finally, as Amsden did 

not explicitly deal with the issue of the evollltion of the local帽global connection in the South Korean 

Iate-industrialisation model、 I argue that the success of Taiwan '5 high technology SMEs comes from 

the combination of a local vertieally disintegrated district and a global hub、 Silicon Valley. The late

industrialising firm日 not only benefited from the institutional embeddedness on the local developmental 

state as Amsden vividly illustrated, but aIso from tapping into the transnational conneetion with the 

overseas Chinese technieal community. Although it has been well recognised that social and institutional 

embeddedness existed on the local level (Granovetter, 1985; Scott, 1988), the story of Taiwan冶 high

technology SMEs system ne 
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from agglomeration economy into learning district that drove the process ofthe lat心industrialisation.

In brief, Taiwan's late寸ndustrial district is similar to its South Korean counterpart in the state 

leadership, but differs in that Taiwan's state adopted spin巾紙f strategies to eneourage entrepreneurism, 
and to foster the formation of a decentralised industrial system , which allowed the complementary 

connection with Silicon Valley. In other words , while Park and Markusen depict the governance 

mechanisms in the satel1ite industrial district at the scales of the local market-type and the non-local 

hierarchy鵬type ， 1 argue that Taiwan's late峭 industrial district is embedded in both local and global 

networks. 

The late-industrial district also differs from its prototype, the Italian industrial district. It is widely 

argued that the four features constituting the essence of an industrial district are: ir忱的消rm dependenc巴，

local industrial embeddedness, an industrial atmosphere, and institutional thickness (Amin, 1994), 
although there exist some controversies about the nature and dynamics of the industrial district 

(Harrison, 1994). As shown above, Taiwan'日 late-industrial district possesses the ingredients of vertical 

disintegration, collective learnin品 and instit的ional embeddedness. It seems the Taiwanese offspring 

resembles its Italian ancestor. However, two major characters distinguish Taiwan 's industrial district 

from its ltalian equivalent. First, it is clear that Taiwan's district was given birth by the big push of 

the developmental state, rather than being created by a 叩ontaneous cluster of inter-dependent firms. 

Secondly, while the ltalian district and its American sibling, Silicon Valley, based their innovative 

performance on local interdependency, Taiwan、 industrial district benefited mainly from the dense 

networks of the cross輛border technical community. lndeed, it is the state leadership and global 

connection that set Taiwan 's late “ industrial district apart from the ltalian archetype. It is in this sense that 

the term ‘late' industrial district is used. 

Conclusion 

This research examines the late-industrialisation paradigm by exploring the case of high-technology 

development in Taiwan. Latecomer advantagιin the South Korean case, as i1lustrated by Amsden, 
was constructed on the base of leaming and strong state intervention. Am日den argues that a developing 

country had to compete in the world market by technological leaming in the production process. 

To facilitate the learning process, developmental states provided subsidies for vertical刪 integrated

conglomerates such as chaebol to undertake take risky investment, those who hesitated to upgrade along 

the leaming curve lost out. 

Although it has been praised as a model of developmental statist paradigm such as South Korea, 

Taiwan's high technology industry demonstrates a ditlerent story of late酬industrialisation. The industrial 

system in Taiwan featured vertical disintegration , learning networks and redundant institutional 

embeddedness. Although Taiwan's government acted as a developmental state in order to promote the 

new industrγin the first stage日， it was cross-border connections in technology and manpower that helped 

to upgrade technical expertise in the late-in正lustrial distric t. Meanwhile, the decentralised industrial 

system promoted mutuallearning bctwecn constituent firrns , and the dense social ties and floating labour 

market enhanced technology spillover in the district. 

1n brief, Taiwan's high-technology industries reveal the advantage of flexible specialisation and 

collaborative 1 巴 arning in the globalisation process , and the connection between the social and 

professional communities in Taiwan and Silicon Valley provides the bridge for technological c恥
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operation, and has enhanced the learning capabilities of the latecomer firms. 1n other words, the central 

agent ofTaiw間 's story is the technical eommllnity, rather than the large conglomerates (chaebol) in the 

SOllth Korean case. This research conc1udes that in spite of similar appearances of late刪industrialisation，

Taìwan and Korea have indeed taken different trajeetories in order to build IIp competitive advantage. 

Notes 

1 The term ‘embed' is used here and later in this chapter in a sociological sense, i.e. agents' activities are 

influenced and even determined by their situated social structure. 

2 Evans detìnes four roles played by th也 developmental states, based on the relationships between the state 

and the industry: custodian (regulator), demiurge (producer), midwife (creating private 伽ms)， and husbandry 

(supporting private firms) 

J Some of the outstanding Silicon Valley returnee-became-entrepreneurs inc1uded Macronix Internatíonal 

Corporatíon仰的h memory). Mosel-Vitelic (DRAM), Integrated Sílicon Solutíon Incorporated (SRAM), and VIA 

Technology Inωrporat叫(的ipset). Besídes thes位， some retumees were recruíted by existing IC companies to 

take charge of new product development and mana忍ement. Overall, in 1995, six of the top ten IC design houses 

were set up by returnees (ERS。可 1995).

4 To take cbipset 的rms as exampl站， Taiwan冶 top three chipset design houses, VIA, SIS, and Acer Lab, were all 

started up or managed by returnees. They produced more than half of the world market share 

5 In the world of semiconductors畸 the term fab refers to a foundry. A fabless company designs a product (usually, 

a semiconductor) but does not make the product itself. 

1> lnterview with Sam Lin, September 5, 1997. 

7 Interview with Nasa Tsai, Mosel. September 9司 1995

~ Interview with Steve Tso, Hsinchu, March 15, 1999. 

9 For the list of recipients, see http://www.cie-gnyc.org/Rwinner.htm 

10 ‘ Flexible developmental state' was 0次iain's (2000) name for this category of state activities, i.e. policies 

founded on the professional community. The ‘bureaucratic developmental sta紹， was founded in the domestic 

capital. 

11 In these cases , the baS1c spin刊)ff pattern 18 as follows: at fir仗， ERSO establishes a demonstration plant within 

the lab and transfers technology from foreign companies. After mastering the transferred technologies , 1t 

privatises and commercialises the plant, and finally spins it off. This group ínc1udes UMC (1980), TSMC (1987), 

TMC (1988) and recently VISC (1994). 

的 Well-known examples in this group are Mosel-Vitelic (1 984) and MXIC (1989). The stories of these two firms 

are typical: several experienced lC engineers who had worked in Silicon Valley for more than ten years decided 

to s旬rt up a new business in their homeland, and risked their fortunes on the burgeoning industry. While looking 

for funding, they got positíve responses from local venture capital. 

13 Cf. Saxenian (1994) on the role ofventure capital in the development of Silicon Valley. 

14 The difference in industrial policies comes from the diftèrence ruling regimes and state-business relationships 

in Taiwan and Korea respectively. Korean governments, even the dictator administrations, had to rely on the 

big husiness (the four 
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policy, the govemment appcared to play an impartial role by providing subsidics to those who were qualified to 

apply, In consequence, it led to the proliferation of small and medium-sized enterprises. See Cheng(1990) for 

detai1s. Here we echo Douglass冶 (1994) assertion that much ofthe recent 1ìterature tends to assign all NIC states 

to an undifferentiated model of the 'developmental state\However, a c10ser examination reveals significant 

differences among them in terms ofthe state's relations to capital、 labour‘ and the external economy that not only 

defy reduction to a single model but also show that options for moving away from labour-intensive segments of 

production for world markets vary considerably. 

15 Aecording to Park and Markusen (1 995) , the satellite industrial distriet was painted as a collection of 

subsidiaries of non-local oligopolìstie firms and inter刪regional， rather than an intra勵regional labour market, 

which en息時ed in unskilled processing under the auspices of developmental state. In this sense, the district was 

no longer to be seen as a c1ustering of firms with social embeddedness, but as an expression of pure Hooverian 

agglomeration economies. 
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